The best is now affordable
Why settle for less?

ROCKSTAR
RD522X
by TAMA

Evans CAD/CAM
**OMNI-SPHERE NEW TOM HOLDER MTH100**

Cool designed, simple and straight-forward to set-up. Tom position is memory-locked. Needless to say, there is no shell penetration hardware. It’s TAMA’s rule.

**SOLID HI-TENSION LUG**

Newly designed “solid one-piece” lug with a patented precision fit insert ensures solid tuning stability. Casing length are matched to drum shell depths. Tama’s 12” & 13” toms have extra one inch depth, producing additional volume and punch.

**SHELL & EDGE**

The screaming sound of TAMA ROCKSTAR series comes from its 9 ply shell of staggered seam construction and flawless bearing edges. 8 plies of Japanese select wood are finished with one inner ply of basswood.

**HI-HAT STAND HH45**

5-Lever Quick-Spring Tension Adjust System is built-in.
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**SPUR & SPUR BRACKET**

Tama’s heavy duty die-cast spur system is strong enough to withstand the most punishing pedal pounding. Tama spurs mount externally for uncompromised sound and easy breakdown and storage.

**RS106 SNARE DRUM**

6½ x 14” steel shell snare drum. TAMA Sure-Tune lug with a patented precision fit insert which prohibits tension rod movement. Upright strainer mechanism is designed to keep tension even when the snappy snare is tuned loose.

**HP30 DRUM PEDAL**

That famous “Flexi-Flyer” drum pedal, Simon Phillips counts on!